LANDSCAPE FEATURES
OUTDOOR CRAFT CENTER
OUTDOOR CRAFT CENTER

Cover + Screen + Security
CAMPUS FENCING PRECEDENT
CAMPUS FENCING PRECEDENT
CAMPUS PRECEDENT - METAL FENCING
STANDING SEAM METAL ROOF
COVER + SCREEN + SECURITY
PLAN – PASSAGE BETWEEN LANDSCAPE & HARDSCAPE SCREENS
UPDATE

OUTDOOR CRAFT CENTER ENCLOSURE - VENTING SECTION
CURTAIN SCHEME – VARIED SPACING
CURTAIN SCHEME – VARIED SPACING
CURTAIN SCHEME – VARIED SPACING – GREEN SCREEN
OUTDOOR CRAFT CENTER SCREENING OPTIONS
UPDATE

OPTION 1 – STANDARD FENCING ANIMATION
UPDATE

OPTION 2 – CURTAIN SCHEME ANIMATION
BIKE SHELTER
CAMPUS PRECEDENT – BIKE ENCLOSURE

COVER + SCREEN + SECURITY
CAMPUS PRECEDENT – BIKE SHELTER
CAMPUS PRECEDENT – BIKE ENCLOSURE
COVER + SCREEN + SECURITY

CAMPUS PRECEDENT – BIKE ENCLOSURE
COVER + SCREEN + SECURITY
REGULAR SPACING

CURTAIN SCHEME

BIKE SHELTER SCREENING OPTIONS
UPDATE

SOUTH BIKE SHELTER + TRASH ENCLOSURE - CURTAIN SCHEME
DAYLIGHTING STUDY
5’ CANOPY DAYLIGHT ANALYSIS

- 9.7:1 CONTRAST RATIO
- 27 fc AVERAGE ILLUMINANCE

- 190 fc
- 170 fc
- 150 fc
- 130 fc
- 110 fc
- 90 fc
- 70 fc
- 50 fc
- 30 fc - target illuminance
- 15 fc
- 0 fc
NO CANOPY DAYLIGHT ANALYSIS
3’ CANOPY DAYLIGHT ANALYSIS
UPDATE

7' CANOPY WITH BIKE STORAGE
3’ CANOPY AT ENTRANCES
7' CANOPY DAYLIGHT ANALYSIS

- 6.4:1 CONTRAST RATIO
- 25 fc AVERAGE ILLUMINANCE

Target illuminance: 30 fc
BREAK
PUBLIC SPACES – INTERIOR DEVELOPMENT
PLANS
FIRST FLOOR PLAN – PUBLIC SPACE DIAGRAM

- Traditional & formal/historic "atrium lounge"
- Outdoor dining
- Function as dining seating & multifunction as study
- Maximize study space
- Two top tables, not just circulation
- Collaborative study
- Three booths
- Plan for reception
- Small program could small flex room
- Vantoors
- $2A
- Remove balcony for use space
- Keep design element on facade
PLANS
FIRST FLOOR PLAN
FIRST FLOOR PLAN - CENTRAL CORE
FIRST FLOOR PLAN – STUDENT WING
HEARTH
UPDATE
UPDATE
UPDATE
UPDATE

GROUND FLOOR PLAN
UPDATE

HEARTH – PERSPECTIVE FROM 2ND FLOOR
UPDATE

HEARTH – PERSPECTIVE FROM NORTH ENTRY
UPDATE

HEARTH – PERSPECTIVE FROM WEST BREEZEWAY
UPDATE

STUDENT STREET - ELEVATION DIAGRAM
UPDATE

STUDENT STREET – AXON DIAGRAM
UPDATE

STUDENT STREET – PERSPECTIVE FROM 2ND FLOOR BRIDGE
UPDATE

STUDENT STREET – PERSPECTIVE FROM 2ND FLOOR TOWARDS SE
PROJECT SCHEDULE

• Overall Project Schedule
• Craft Center Schedule
• Design Development Phase